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ABSTRACT
The rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) spectra of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are important diagnostics
of both accretion disk physics and their contribution to the metagalactic ionizing UV background.
Though the mean AGN spectrum is well characterized with composite spectra at wavelengths greater
than 912 A˚, the shorter-wavelength extreme-UV (EUV) remains poorly studied. In this third paper
in a series on the spectra of AGNs, we combine 11 new spectra taken with the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph on the Hubble Space Telescope with archival spectra to characterize the typical EUV
spectral slope of AGNs from λrest ∼ 850 A˚ down to λrest ∼ 425 A˚. Parameterizing this slope as a
power law, we obtain Fν ∝ ν
−0.72±0.26, but we also discuss the limitations and systematic uncertainties
of this model. We identify broad emission features in this spectral region, including emission due to
ions of O, Ne, Mg, and other species, and we limit the intrinsic He I 504 A˚ photoelectric absorption
edge opacity to τHeI < 0.047.
Subject headings: galaxies: active — line: profiles — galaxies: high-redshift — quasars: emission lines
— ultraviolet: galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) represent the phase of
rapid gas accretion and the associated high-energy emis-
sion around the supermassive black holes at the centers of
their host galaxies. Their spectral properties in the ultra-
violet (UV) and optical wavelength regimes are complex
and diverse. Most commonly, their extreme-UV (EUV;
λ < 912 A˚) and far-UV (FUV; 1000 A˚ < λ < 2000 A˚)
spectra consist of broad ( >1000 km s−1) and narrow
emission lines superimposed on top of a roughly power-
law continuum spectrum thought to arise in the AGN’s
accretion disk (e.g., Krolik 1999). As some of the most
luminous objects in the universe, AGNs are important
to a wide array of astrophysical phenomena at all scales.
Understanding their spectra is therefore crucial to un-
derstanding a variety of processes.
At the smallest scales, AGN spectra probe the struc-
ture of the accretion processes that produce the contin-
uum flux and ultimately control the flow of gas onto
the black hole. This flux in turn regulates the ioniza-
tion conditions of the gas that forms the broad emission
lines. The kinematics and geometry of the broad emis-
sion line region itself remain poorly understood (e.g.,
Gaskell 2009, for a review), but the spectral proper-
ties of these lines serve as the primary diagnostics of
the masses of the AGN black holes (e.g., Peterson 1993;
Vestergaard & Peterson 2006; Tilton & Shull 2013). At
galactic scales, we are just beginning to understand the
broader role of AGN mechanical and radiative luminos-
ity in regulating processes such as star formation in their
host galaxies (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2009; Silk & Norman
2009; Arav et al. 2013, and references therein).
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On the largest cosmological scales, radiation from
AGNs governs much of the evolution of the intergalac-
tic medium (IGM), the primary reservoir of baryons at
all redshifts. Because galactic stellar populations can-
not produce sufficient radiation to reionize He II, AGNs
are thought to be the primary cause of He II reioniza-
tion at z ≈ 3 (e.g., Shull et al. 2004). At lower red-
shifts (z < 3), AGNs dominate the UV metagalactic ion-
ization background radiation (UVB; Haardt & Madau
2012, and references therein), which largely controls
the ionization and thermal state of the IGM. Low-
redshift UV surveys of IGM absorption lines (e.g.,
Danforth & Shull 2008; Tripp et al. 2008; Thom & Chen
2008; Tilton et al. 2012; Danforth et al. 2014) have now
characterized the distribution of H I and metal absorbers.
However, the IGM baryon census remains incomplete
(Shull et al. 2012a) and sensitive to assumptions about
the metagalactic ionizing background, which in turn de-
pends on an understanding of the mean properties of the
UV spectra of AGNs. Recently, there have been doubts
raised in the literature (Kollmeier et al. 2014; Shull et al.
2015; Khaire & Srianand 2015) about the ability of cur-
rent estimates of the UVB to match observational results
in the low-redshift Lyα forest of H I absorbers.
A common technique for constraining the average be-
havior of AGN spectra is the construction of compos-
ite spectra from individual spectra of different AGNs.
Though such a technique cannot address the dramatic
variations among AGN spectra, it can constrain the con-
sistent mean behavior of their spectral energy distribu-
tions while also allowing the detection of spectral features
that may be too weak to detect in any one observation,
such as faint emission lines or absorption edges. The rest-
frame FUV continuum has been well-studied in compos-
ites that draw from samples of moderate-to-high redshift
AGNs, where their rest-frame UV is accessible to ground-
based telescopes (Francis et al. 1991; Carballo et al.
1999; Brotherton et al. 2001; Vanden Berk et al. 2001;
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Xie et al. 2015; Selsing et al. 2015). Probing deeper into
the rest-frame EUV from the ground, however, is com-
plicated by the increased density of IGM absorbers at
higher redshifts. Further, the EUV and FUV spectra of
low-redshift AGNs are entirely inaccessible from ground-
based facilities.
For these reasons, the best probes of the rest-frame
EUV and FUV continua come from space-based obser-
vations in the UV. Various authors have constructed
EUV and FUV composites using the Faint Object Spec-
trograph (FOS), the Goddard High-Resolution Spectro-
graph (GHRS), the Space Telescope Imaging Spectro-
graph (STIS), and the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3)
UVIS grism onboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ;
Zheng et al. 1997; Telfer et al. 2002; Lusso et al. 2015),
and others have used the Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic
Explorer (FUSE ; Scott et al. 2004). Parameterizing the
EUV continua as power laws, Fλ ∝ λ
αλ and Fν ∝ ν
αν
with αν = −(2 + αλ), these authors arrived at spectral
indices that differed owing to systematic differences in
target selection, composite construction, and the sepa-
ration of continuum and emission-line flux, which can
be complicated by broad emission lines such as Ne VIII
λλ770, 780. In particular, Scott et al. (2004) obtained a
substantially harder EUV spectrum, αν = −0.56
+0.38
−0.28,
than Telfer et al. (2002, αν = −1.57 ± 0.17 in a radio-
quiet subsample) or Lusso et al. (2015, αν = −1.70 ±
0.61).
This paper is the third in a series that use the Cos-
mic Origins Spectrograph (COS) on HST to constrain
the EUV and FUV spectra of AGN through compos-
ite spectra. The improved sensitivity of COS com-
pared to past UV spectrographs makes it an ideal in-
strument for studying a large sample of AGN at high
signal-to-noise ratios (S/N). In Shull et al. (2012b, here-
after Paper I) we presented a pilot study of composite
construction using 22 AGNs observed with the medium-
resolution grating modes of COS (G130M and G160M).
Stevans et al. (2014, hereafter Paper II) extended this
work, constructing a medium-resolution COS compos-
ite of the rest-frame FUV and EUV from 159 AGNs
at redshifts 0.001 < zAGN < 1.476. This study ob-
tained an EUV slope αν = −1.41± 0.15, consistent with
values in Paper I, Telfer et al. (2002), and Lusso et al.
(2015). Unfortunately, the COS archive of spectra from
which Paper II drew had fewer than 10 AGNs sampling
λ < 600 A˚ and none at λ < 480 A˚.
In this paper, we present 11 new, low-resolution
COS/G140L spectra of AGNs at 1.45 ≤ zAGN ≤ 2.14
from HST Cycle 21 observations (PID 13302, Shull P.I.).
We combine them with existing medium-resolution data
to construct composite spectra that extend to shorter
rest-frame wavelengths, 400 A˚ < λ < 850 A˚, more ro-
bustly than our previous COS composites. This paper
updates the work presented in Paper I and Paper II and
improves the constraints and statistical bounds on the
spectral behavior of the shortest wavelengths probed by
Paper II. In Section 2 we describe the sample, data pro-
cessing, and composite contruction techniques. In Sec-
tion 3, we discuss our results for the typical EUV slope,
limits on the He I 504 A˚ photoelectric edge, applications
to accretion disk models, and the broad emission lines
observed in the composite. Finally, in Section 4 we sum-
marize our results.
2. METHODOLOGY
At a general level, our analysis is similar to the meth-
ods described in Paper II. However, a number of small
differences arise, owing to our use of lower resolution
COS/G140L data and our focus on a smaller, EUV wave-
length range. We therefore describe our methodology in
this section. Throughout this paper we adopt atomic
transition wavelengths and other atomic properties from
Morton (2003). When that catalog does not contain
the line of interest, we use the NIST Atomic Spectra
Database.1 Where necessary, we adopt a flat ΛCDM
cosmology with H0 = 71 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27,
and ΩΛ = 0.73. All neutral hydrogen column densities
NHI are expressed in units of cm
−2.
2.1. Sample, Data Acquisition, and Processing
We observed 11 AGNs at 1.45 ≤ zAGN ≤ 2.14 with
COS/G140L. The COS/G140L grating provides a re-
solving power of 1500 to 4000 over a waveband of ap-
proximately 1100 A˚ to 2150 A˚ with the 1105 A˚ central
wavelength setting used for all exposures. These tar-
gets were selected on the basis of their high GALEX
fluxes (Bianchi et al. 2014), so the sample likely probes
the high end of the AGN UV luminosity function. It
is not a complete or unbiased sample, except in the
sense that these targets represent the best COS obser-
vations of known bright AGNs in this redshift regime
and were chosen without prior knowledge of their EUV
spectral shapes. One other target in the redshift range
of interest, Ton 34, has existing high-S/N observations
with COS/G140L and other UV instruments available
in the HST archives. We exclude this target from
our analysis because it was observed owing to its po-
sition as an extreme outlier in the distribution of EUV
slopes as well as its prominent broad absorption lines
(Binette & Krongold 2008a,b; Krongold et al. 2010). It
would therefore strongly bias the slope of our compos-
ite spectrum. In addition to the COS/G140L data, we
also use almost all (9 of 10) medium-resolution targets
from Paper II with zAGN > 0.98, the redshift thresh-
old above which all of our targets can be normalized
to the same continuum window. The one exception
is FIRST J020930.7-043826 (zAGN = 1.131), which we
exclude because H I continuum absorption at zLLS =
0.39035 makes most of the short-wavelength end of the
spectrum unusable. All observations are summarized in
Table 1. Table 2 lists basic physical parameters of the
targets, including redshifts retrieved from the literature
and measured monochromatic luminosities at rest-frame
573 A˚ (a wavelength region for which all targets have use-
able coverage). For redshifts without a reported formal
uncertainty, we conservatively assume σzAGN = 0.01. All
luminosity measurements are taken from spline fits and
include corrections for Galactic extinction, identified H I
absorption, and resolution effects (see below). They do
not account for errors due to unidentified H I absorption
from intervening absorbers that are redshifted out of the
observational band or the absolute flux calibration of the
instrument.
1 http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/asd.cfm
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TABLE 1
HST/COS Observation Details
Target Right Ascension Declination Grating Exp. Time Obs. Date Program ID
(J2000) (J2000) (s) (GMT)
COS/G140L
HS1803+5425 18 04 37.478 +54 25 40.65 G140L 5460.736 2014-02-26 13302
HE1120+0154 11 23 20.720 +01 37 47.56 G140L 4992.768 2014-06-19 13302
SBS1010+535 10 13 30.165 +53 15 59.71 G140L 10921.440 2014-01-30, 2013-10-01 13302
HE0248-3628 02 50 55.326 -36 16 35.76 G140L 9597.568 2014-06-28, 2014-12-06 13302
US2504 11 29 50.178 +26 52 53.97 G140L 5040.704 2015-02-15 13302
SDSSJ125140.83+080718.4 12 51 40.810 +08 07 18.19 G140L 5000.800 2014-06-19 13302
SDSSJ083850.15+261105.4 08 38 50.153 +26 11 05.26 G140L 5040.672 2013-12-01 13302
SDSSJ094209.14+520714.5 09 42 09.163 +52 07 14.54 G140L 5460.704 2013-10-06 13302
PG1115+080A1 11 18 16.930 +07 45 58.52 G140L 5000.704 2014-02-12 13302
HB89-1621+392 16 23 07.665 +39 09 32.18 G140L 5108.800 2013-10-11 13302
SBS1307+462 13 10 11.620 +46 01 24.50 G140L 5270.720 2013-11-17 13302
COS/G130M and COS/G160M
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 08 43 49.476 +41 17 41.64 G130M 4361.408 2011-05-11 12248
G160M 7010.368 2011-05-11 12248
HE0439-5254 04 40 11.900 -52 48 18.00 G130M 8402.944 2010-06-10 11520
G160M 8936.064 2010-06-10 11520
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 10 05 35.257 +01 34 45.60 G130M 11251.740 2011-03-13 12264
G160M 22413.152 2011-03-13 12264
PG1206+459 12 08 58.011 +45 40 35.48 G130M 17361.120 2010-01-04 11741
G160M 36093.824 2010-01-04 11741
PG1338+416 13 41 00.780 +41 23 14.10 G130M 22743.488 2010-05-30, 2010-05-24 11741
G160M 35013.312 2010-05-24, 2010-05-25, 2010-05-27 11741
LBQS1435-0134 14 37 48.284 -01 47 10.78 G130M 22347.52 2010-08-08, 2010-08-18 11741
G160M 34165.984 2010-08-18, 2010-08-17, 2010-08-22 11741
PG1522+101 15 24 24.580 +09 58 29.70 G130M 16401.184 2010-09-12, 2010-09-14 11741
G160M 23026.304 2010-09-14, 2010-09-07 11741
Q0232-042 02 35 07.385 -04 02 05.67 G130M 16019.104 2010-02-16, 2010-02-20 11741
G160M 22840.192 2010-02-20, 2010-01-09 11741
PG1630+377 16 32 01.120 +37 37 50.00 G130M 22988.992 2009-12-13, 2010-11-25 11741
G160M 14304.032 2010-08-01, 2010-11-26 11741
All calibrated exposures for each target were coadded
using Coadd X1D version 3.3 from the COS Tools web-
site,2 described in detail by Danforth et al. (2010) and
Keeney et al. (2012). This version of the software imple-
ments several minor changes, such as improved exposure
cross-correlation and scaling between gratings, compared
to the version used in Paper II. Because the COS detec-
tor oversamples the line-spread function by ∼ 6 pixels,
the spectra were binned by three pixels during the coad-
dition process to improve the S/N per bin without de-
grading the resolution of the spectra.
We fit each spectrum with a combination of splines
and polynomials using the same procedure as in Paper I
and Paper II. This process allows us to smooth and re-
construct the shape of the intrinsic AGN spectrum, re-
moving intervening absorption lines from the IGM and
interstellar medium (ISM) by interpolating over them,
in contrast to other composites (e.g., Telfer et al. 2002;
Lusso et al. 2015) that apply statistical corrections for
such absorption. However, the reduced resolving power
of the G140L grating compared to the medium-resolution
COS gratings leads to many absorption features being
marginally resolved or under-resolved, especially at the
weak end of the absorber distribution. We therefore ex-
pect the spline fit to be systematically low compared to
higher resolution data and to evolve with wavelength as
the density of intervening Lyα lines increases with red-
2 http://casa.colorado.edu/~danforth/science/cos/costools.html
shift. To quantify and correct for this effect, we degraded
our medium-resolution data to the typical resolution and
S/N of the G140L data and repeated the spline fits on
the degraded data. The typical ratio of the degraded-to-
original spline as a function of wavelength can then serve
as a correction factor for the G140L splines. Blueward
of the Galactic Lyα absorption feature, we assume that
the correction factor is a constant, C = 0.970 ± 0.002.
Redward of the Galactic Lyα absorption feature, we pa-
rameterize the correction function by fitting the median
correction factor at each wavelength to a power law, C =
(0.961± 0.001)
(
λ
1215.67 − 1
)−(0.0045±0.0005)
over roughly
1216 A˚ < λ < 1800 A˚. We match these two functions
near Galactic Lyα by requiring continuity. This small
(2% to 5%) effect has little impact on the broader con-
clusions of this paper and suggests that our G140L spline
fits are robust for the purposes of determining the large-
scale spectral properties of AGNs.
In addition to correcting for the effects of IGM and
ISM absorption, the spline fits almost always interpo-
late successfully over absorbers intrinsic to the back-
ground AGN. In particular, at least five of our medium-
resolution targets that we have retained from Paper II
(PG 1206+459, PG 1228+416, LBQS 1435+0134,
Q0232-042, PG 1630+377) have known intrinsic ab-
sorbers (Muzahid et al. 2013, 2015). These absorbers are
well-resolved in the COS/G130M and COS/G160M data
and are narrower than the broad undulations in the local
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TABLE 2
AGN Propertiesa
Target Redshift (zAGN) zAGN Reference αλ F0 log
[
λLλ(573 A˚)
erg s−1
]
COS/G140L
HS1803+5425 1.448 Engels et al. (1998) −0.12± 0.03 1.9642 ± 0.0555 46.329 ± 0.019
HE1120+0154 1.471700 ± 0.000438 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.24± 0.05 1.1386 ± 0.0241 46.499 ± 0.021
SBS1010+535 1.515848 ± 0.000444 Hewett & Wild (2010) −4.17± 0.01 0.0911 ± 0.0005 46.280 ± 0.004
HE0248-3628 1.536 Wisotzki et al. (2000) −1.54± 0.07 2.2393 ± 0.0602 46.773 ± 0.010
US2504 1.542621 ± 0.000499 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.88± 0.02 0.6622 ± 0.0104 46.421 ± 0.011
SDSSJ125140.83+080718.4 1.596100 ± 0.005000 Schneider et al. (2010) −1.40± 0.03 0.7683 ± 0.0139 46.397 ± 0.016
SDSSJ083850.15+261105.4 1.618279 ± 0.000438 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.80± 0.07 0.6582 ± 0.0185 46.458 ± 0.026
SDSSJ094209.14+520714.5 1.652971 ± 0.000493 Hewett & Wild (2010) −2.53± 0.03 0.2592 ± 0.0033 46.298 ± 0.024
PG1115+080A1 1.735512 ± 0.000439 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.11± 0.07 0.6563 ± 0.0201 46.442 ± 0.021
HB89-1621+392 1.981361 ± 0.000450 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.52± 0.01 0.3133 ± 0.0022 46.274 ± 0.010
SBS1307+462 2.142306 ± 0.000247 Hewett & Wild (2010) −2.25± 0.07 0.3204 ± 0.0139 46.565 ± 0.008
COS/G130M and COS/G160M
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 0.990788 ± 0.000450 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.54± 0.07 0.8770 ± 0.0245 45.875 ± 0.033
HE0439-5254 1.053 Wisotzki et al. (2000) −1.34± 0.02 2.0865 ± 0.0205 46.239 ± 0.008
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 1.080900 ± 0.000379 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.61± 0.20 1.5900 ± 0.0757 46.228 ± 0.060
PG1206+459 1.164941 ± 0.000436 Hewett & Wild (2010) −0.84± 0.28 3.3995 ± 0.7101 46.518 ± 0.057
PG1338+416 1.217076 ± 0.000445 Hewett & Wild (2010) −2.07± 0.03 0.5149 ± 0.0059 46.095 ± 0.007
LBQS1435-0134 1.310790 ± 0.000437 Hewett & Wild (2010) −0.67± 0.06 4.2471 ± 0.0975 46.678 ± 0.028
PG1522+101 1.328005 ± 0.000445 Hewett & Wild (2010) −0.66± 0.07 4.1178 ± 0.1478 46.673 ± 0.029
Q0232-042 1.437368 ± 0.000183 Hewett & Wild (2010) −0.95± 0.09 1.5086 ± 0.0715 46.423 ± 0.084
PG1630+377 1.478949 ± 0.000439 Hewett & Wild (2010) −1.69± 0.09 2.4274 ± 0.1901 46.836 ± 0.045
a
Power-law parameters are fit to the form Fλ = F0(λ/1100 A˚)
αλ in the rest frame. Fluxes are in units of 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1. Monochromatic
luminosities, λLλ, are measured from luminosity distances and the spline fit at rest-frame 573 A˚ (the normalization window used for the composite). Power-law
parameters and luminosities include corrections for identified HI absorption, Galactic extinction, and resolution effects, as described in Section 2.1.
AGN continuum, so we do not expect that they introduce
any substantial error to the quantities discussed in this
study. However, two of the new COS/G140L targets (PG
1115+080A1 and HE 1120+0154) feature more severe
and more poorly resolved intrinsic absorption. These
absorbed regions required additional manual adjustment
to ensure that the semi-automated spline fitting was ad-
equately rejecting the absorbed regions of the spectra.
Though it appears that the spline fits adequately cap-
ture the behavior of the underlying AGN continua, these
two targets may suffer additional systematic error that
is not present in the rest of our sample. We further dis-
cuss the potential effect of such error on our measured
power-law indices in Section 3.1.
Prominent geocoronal emission lines of H I, O I, and
N I were masked from the spectra. We excluded 2 A˚ on
either side of N I λ1200 in both the flux array and the
spline fit. We mask 9 A˚ in the G140L flux arrays and
5 A˚ in the G130M/G160M flux arrays on either side of
O I λ1304, but we allow the spline interpolation through
this region to contribute to the composite. We also mask
14 A˚ around the Galactic Lyα absorption feature. In
the G140L data, all observed wavelengths greater than
2000 A˚ were masked because the sensitivity of the COS
detector declines rapidly in this region, leading to low
S/N and complicated systematic effects. Finally, we dis-
card any bins with S/N < 0.5, which in practice extends
the long-wavelength masking slightly below 2000 A˚ in
some targets.
Each spectrum and its associated spline fit were
corrected for Galactic extinction assuming a Fitzpatrick
(1999) reddening law with values derived from
the Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) recalibration of
the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps. We follow
Schlegel et al. (1998) and adopt 1σ uncertainties of
16% in the selective extinction, E(B − V ). We assume
a mean value RV = 3.13 for the ratio of total-to-
selective extinction and adopt a 1σ uncertainty of 0.52,
following the distribution of Galactic sightlines from
Geminale & Popowski (2004). We do not attempt to
measure or correct for extinction intrinsic to the AGN.
Where possible, we correct the spectra for contin-
uum H I absorption due to Lyman limit systems (LLSs;
logNHI ≥ 17.2) and partial-LLSs (pLLSs; 15.0 ≤
logNHI < 17.2). We do not attempt to identify or correct
H I continuum absorption for systems with logNHI <
15.0 because these systems have a negligible effect on
the spectrum, as discussed in Paper II. In the G140L tar-
gets, we identify these absorption systems by calculating
the effective equivalent width (EW) at each pixel loca-
tion by summing the contributions of spline-normalized
surrounding pixels weighted by the convolution of the
COS/G140L linespread function and a Voigt profile with
a Doppler parameter b = 20 km s−1. This yields an
EW array as a function of wavelength, which we search
for correlated EWs at the separations of the Lyman se-
ries lines at a significance level greater than 2σ per line.
We confirm these candidate H I systems visually. In the
medium-resolution data, we adopt the list of H I sys-
tems reported in Paper II, although we make new col-
umn density determinations from the new coadditions of
the data. We measure the EWs of the individual ab-
sorption lines and fit them to a curve of growth to de-
termine the column density of the system and the asso-
ciated uncertainty. The column density measurement is
then used to correct for the H I opacity shortward of the
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Lyman limit. We mask the region immediately surround-
ing the Lyman break, discarding absorber rest-frame
wavelengths 911.253 A˚ to 916.249 A˚ for absorbers with
logNHI < 15.9 and 911.253 A˚ to 920.963 A˚ for absorbers
with logNHI ≥ 15.9. We mask all flux at λ < 1161 A˚ in
the observed frame for the target HE1120+0154 because
a particularly strong LLS at z = 0.273 renders the S/N
in this region too low for continuum recovery.
Five targets (PG1206+459, LBQS1435-0134,
PG1522+101, Q0232-042, PG1630+377) have also been
observed in the near-UV (NUV) with STIS/E230M,
allowing the identification via Lyα (and occasionally
Lyβ) of H I systems that are redshifted out of the
COS band. For these systems, column densities were
determined directly from Voigt profile fitting to the
Lyα feature in the coadded data. These column density
determinations are more uncertain than those measured
in the COS data because Lyα is on the flat part of the
curve of growth at these column densities and higher
order Lyman lines are unavailable.3 The 58 identified
LLS and pLLS absorption systems are listed in Table 3.
We characterize the local continuum of each spectrum
as a power law,
Fλ = F0
(
λ
1100 A˚
)αλ
, (1)
where the observed flux distribution, Fλ, is a function
of the rest-frame wavelength, λ and has two free pa-
rameters: the normalization, F0, and the power-law in-
dex, αλ. The index can be converted to the equiva-
lent flux distribution in frequency space, Fν ∝ ν
αν , via
αν = −(2 + αλ). The best-fitting power law passes
through two spline points such that all other possible
power laws through other spline-point combinations lie
above the best-fit power law. We determine the prob-
ability distribution of the best-fit power law via 15,000
Monte Carlo realizations of the spectrum-correction pro-
cess that account for the aforementioned uncertainties.
In each realization, the parameters are calculated iter-
atively and analytically, enforcing the additional con-
straints that the two points must be separated by at least
50 A˚ and lie more than 5 A˚ from the edge of the spec-
trum to avoid effects from the spline ends. The best-fit
parameters and 1σ marginalized uncertainties are deter-
mined from this distribution. These uncertainties are
dominated by the extinction correction and LLS/pLLS
measurements. We emphasize that this parameterization
represents only the local behavior of the spectrum, and
it may not represent exclusively continuum flux if the
broad emission lines overlap such that there are no pure-
continuum windows in the spectrum. We also note that
these power-law fits do not account for the possibility of
unidentified H I continuum absorption from LLSs whose
Lyman breaks are redshifted out of the COS observa-
3 The one exception is the system at z = 0.9532 in the
PG1630+377 sightline, for which we were able to simultaneously fit
the STIS/E230M Lyα feature and higher-order lines at the longest-
wavelength end of the COS/G160M data. Though the COS data
are noisy and contaminated by other absorption lines, they con-
strain the fit to a much lower value (logNHI = 16.10 ± 0.15) than
previously reported in the literature. Janknecht et al. (2006a,b)
previously reported logNHI = 18.484± 1.483 for this system.
TABLE 3
Identified pLLS (56) and LLS (2) Absorption
Systems
Target zabs logNHI(cm
−2)
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 0.5326 16.71± 0.08
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 0.5335 16.38± 0.07
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 0.5411 15.47± 0.04
SDSSJ084349.49+411741.6 0.5437 15.61± 0.07
HE0439-5254 0.3280 15.70± 0.02
HE0439-5254 0.6152 16.31± 0.02
HE0439-5254 0.8653 15.57± 0.07
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 0.4185 17.00± 0.10
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 0.4197 15.71± 0.03
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 0.8372 16.90± 0.04
SDSSJ100535.24+013445.7 0.8394 16.28± 0.04
PG1206+459 0.4081 15.75± 0.03
PG1206+459 0.4141 15.47± 0.04
PG1206+459 0.9277 17.20± 0.10
PG1206+459a 1.1387 16.42± 0.99
PG1338+416 0.3488 16.46± 0.02
PG1338+416 0.4636 15.37± 0.03
PG1338+416 0.6211 16.17± 0.02
PG1338+416 0.6862 16.49± 0.04
LBQS1435-0134 0.2990 15.33± 0.02
LBQS1435-0134 0.6119 15.00± 0.04
LBQS1435-0134 0.6128 15.34± 0.02
LBQS1435-0134 0.6812 15.52± 0.02
PG1522+101 0.5184 16.24± 0.03
PG1522+101 0.5719 15.85± 0.02
PG1522+101 0.6750 15.88± 0.02
PG1522+101 0.7284 16.60± 0.10
PG1522+101a 0.9448 15.25± 0.21
PG1522+101a 1.0447 15.59± 0.27
PG1522+101a 1.1659 15.41± 0.17
Q0232-042 0.3225 16.14± 0.10
Q0232-042 0.7390 16.75± 0.10
Q0232-042 0.8078 15.74± 0.04
Q0232-042a 0.9632 15.60± 1.25
Q0232-042a 1.0888 15.55± 1.45
HE1120+0154 0.2558 > 18.0
HE1120+0154 0.5771 15.71± 0.13
PG1630+377 0.2741 17.05± 0.10
PG1630+377 0.2782 15.09± 0.05
PG1630+377 0.4177 15.71± 0.02
PG1630+377 0.8110 15.64± 0.03
PG1630+377 0.9145 15.94± 0.06
PG1630+377a 0.9532 16.10± 0.15
PG1630+377a 0.9596 15.77± 0.30
PG1630+377a 1.0961 16.12± 0.58
PG1630+377a 1.1608 15.30± 0.41
PG1630+377a 1.4333 15.27± 0.23
HE0248-3628 0.5346 16.61± 0.10
HE0248-3628 0.5443 15.65± 0.04
HE0248-3628 0.5704 15.43± 0.06
US2504 0.3498 15.58± 0.13
SDSSJ125140.83+080718.4 0.4412 15.60± 0.16
SDSSJ125140.83+080718.4 0.7329 16.03± 0.14
SDSSJ094209.14+520714.5 0.7411 16.25± 0.18
PG1115+080A1 0.5964 15.27± 0.16
SBS1307+462 0.3679 15.45± 0.30
SBS1307+462 0.4601 15.52± 0.27
SBS1307+462 0.5176 16.31± 0.53
a
Measurement made using STIS/E230M data.
tional bands (approximately λobs > 2000 A˚ for G140L
and λobs > 1800 A˚ for G160M) but are not observed
with any NUV data. Though we correct for these effects
statistically in our composite spectrum, such corrections
to individual objects are not particularly useful, owing
to the stochasticity of such H I systems. As a result,
each of these power-law slopes should be treated as a
lower limit to the true slope until near-UV observations
of these objects become available. The best-fit power-law
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parameters are given in Table 2.
The eleven G140L spectra are plotted in Figures 1 and
2. The light-gray line is the observed flux, and the over-
plotted black line is the flux corrected for Galactic extinc-
tion, H I absorption, and geocoronal emission. This cor-
rected flux is used to construct our composite spectrum.
The solid red line is the associated spline fit corrected
for the measured resolution and wavelength-dependent
systematic error, while the solid blue line is a power-law
fit to the continuum underlying the spline fit.
2.2. Composite Construction
In order to construct a composite spectrum, the spec-
tra and their associated spline fits must first be resam-
pled onto uniform wavelength grids. As in Paper I and
Paper II, we adopt the method formalized in Equations
2 and 3 of Telfer et al. (2002) and resample onto 0.61 A˚
bins. Because we are focused on a more limited wave-
length regime in this study compared to Paper II, the
composite construction process can be simplified. In-
stead of the bootstrap-normalization process, we normal-
ize the resampled spectra to their median flux values in
a single window of overlap, 575 A˚ < λ < 610 A˚, with-
out any apparent strong emission lines. We construct
two styles of composite spectra. The first style is calcu-
lated as the geometric mean of the contributing flux bins
and is used for slope determinations because it preserves
power-law shapes. The second style uses the median of
the contributing flux bins to better preserve the relative
strengths of the emission lines.
In both cases, in a method analogous to that used for
the individual target spectra, we construct 15,000 Monte
Carlo realizations of mock composites to determine the
probability distributions of measured quantities. Unlike
the realizations used for the determination of power-law
parameters for the individual targets, we statistically
account for the effects of unidentified LLSs and pLLSs
whose 912 A˚ Lyman edges are redshifted out of the ob-
servational band. To do so, however, we must adopt a
functional form for the evolution of the distribution of
absorbers in both column density and redshift. Follow-
ing the usual notation in the literature, we parameterize
this frequency distribution as a power law,
f(NHI, z) = A
(
NHI
cm−2
)−β
(1 + z)γ , (2)
over the ranges 1015 < NHI < 10
18 cm−2 and 1.19 <
z < 2.14. Mock absorbers are drawn from this distribu-
tion according to Poisson statistics over the unobserved
redshift range in which they could have occurred. The
modeled effects of their continuum opacity are then in-
jected into each mock composite realization.
Such an absorber distribution is well-characterized
at both low-redshifts (e.g., Tilton et al. 2012;
Danforth et al. 2014) and high-redshifts (e.g.,
Rudie et al. 2013) where extensive FUV and opti-
cal observations probe the Lyα forest. However, results
for the intermediate redshifts of relevance here, best
studied in the NUV, are substantially more uncertain.
The few studies that have been conducted neither arrive
at consistent results nor conduct thorough, multivariate
analyses, making the optimal choices for (A, β, γ) un-
clear. Further, no one study has covered the entirety of
the relevant range of both column densities and redshifts,
forcing us to attempt to match disparate distributions
of absorbers from different methodologies. Our general
approach is to choose values for these parameters based
on measurements from the literature and allow them to
vary in the Monte-Carlo realizations of the composite
spectrum to account for their uncertainties.
The slope of the column-density distribution is per-
haps the most secure of the three parameters, as
it remains fairly constant near β ≈ 1.6 over a
wide variety of redshifts and column density ranges
(Kim et al. 2002; Janknecht et al. 2006a; Tilton et al.
2012; Rudie et al. 2013; Danforth et al. 2014). We
therefore adopt β = 1.6 ± 0.1 in our absorber dis-
tribution. The overall normalization of the distribu-
tion and its redshift evolution remain far more un-
certain. Early surveys (Storrie-Lombardi et al. 1994;
Stengler-Larrea et al. 1995) used combinations of Inter-
national Ultraviolet Explorer and HST data to charac-
terize the LLS absorber distribution as a function of red-
shift alone, obtaining γ = 1.5 ± 0.39 for logNHI ≥ 17.2
over 0.32 ≤ zLLS ≤ 4.11. More recently, Kim et al.
(2002) combined ground-based data and HST surveys
to obtain γ = 3.11 ± 0.42 for 14.5 < logNHI < 17
over 1.5 < zabs < 4. We attempt to accommodate the
range of results in the literature by adopting γ = 2 ± 1.
The overall normalization for this distribution is con-
strained by the expectation that the density of absorbers
should increase with redshift; the low-redshift and high-
redshift surveys thus bound the normalization. We
therefore set the value of A by requiring that the in-
tegrated quantity f(NHI, z) = 5.3 ± 0.25 over 10
15 <
NHI < 10
18 cm−2 and 1.19 < z < 2.14, in approxi-
mate agreement with the Stengler-Larrea et al. (1995)
and Kim et al. (2002) integrated distributions and the
bounds set by Danforth et al. (2014) and Rudie et al.
(2013). Though none of these studies investigates the
joint-probability distribution for these three parameters,
the normalizations of their fits to the redshift distribution
of absorbers imply an additional constraint on the inte-
grated column-density distribution, which we implement
by requiring that 0.2 < A
∫ 1018
1015 N
−β
HI dNHI < 9. Finally,
we require that no realization yields an H I opacity that
implies an intrinsic AGN spectral slope of αν > +1.15,
roughly ∆αν = 0.9 greater than the maximum slope we
observed at lower redshifts in Paper II.
The Monte Carlo experiment implements a bootstrap-
with-replacement technique to quantify the effects of cos-
mic variance among our targets. Each realization is com-
posed of a randomly selected set of available targets.
Because of the small number of spectra contributing at
some wavelengths, a few combinations lead to composite
spectra that lack data at wavelengths of interest; these
realizations are rejected. The final composite spectrum
is determined from the median flux in each wavelength
bin of the Monte Carlo realizations. Measured quanti-
ties such as the power-law parameters are determined
directly from the ensemble of realizations in the same
manner as for the individual targets.
Our full-sample composite (geometric-mean and me-
dian) spectra are presented in Figure 3 along with the
best-fit power law, αν = −0.72 ± 0.26, as determined
from the Monte-Carlo realizations. The solid red line is
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Fig. 1.— AGN spectra observed with COS/G140L. The light-gray line is the uncorrected flux, while the black line is corrected for Galactic
extinction, intervening H I absorption, and geocoronal emission as described in Section 2.1. The red line is the spline fit, and the blue line
is a power-law fit to the underlying continuum.
the composite spline spectrum that best represents the
intrinsic AGN spectrum shape, while the black line is the
composite flux spectrum, produced directly from the cor-
rected flux of the individual targets. Potential identifica-
tions of the major emission lines are labeled in the plot.
Figure 4 shows the number of AGNs contributing to the
composite spectra as a function of wavelength. Because
the number of contributing spectra fall off rapidly below
450 A˚ and above 770 A˚, we restrict all power-law mea-
surements to this wavelength range. The long wavelength
fall off is due to our sample selection and results from our
redshift threshold that allows all targets to be normalized
to the same continuum window (575 A˚ < λ < 610 A˚).
The short wavelength fall off, on the other hand, repre-
sents a true paucity of COS observations of AGNs that
probe this wavelength regime.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. The EUV Slope from 450 to 770 A˚
One of the primary goals of this study is the deter-
mination of the typical slope of AGN spectra in the
EUV wavelength regime for input to radiative transfer
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Fig. 2.— Same as Figure 1.
calculations of quantities such as the UVB or photoion-
ization models of the IGM and gas in and around ac-
tive galaxies. As mentioned in Section 2.2, our full-
sample composite spectrum leads to a power-law in-
dex of αν = −0.72 ± 0.26. This value is substantially
harder than EUV spectral slopes reported from most
other composites, including Paper I (αν = −1.41±0.20),
Paper II (αν = −1.41 ± 0.15), Telfer et al. (2002) with
αν = −1.57 ± 0.17 in the radio-quiet subsample, and
Lusso et al. (2015) with αν = −1.70± 0.61. The harder
Scott et al. (2004) slope, αν = −0.56
+0.38
−0.28, is in better
agreement with this study’s result, although their FUSE
composite only extends down to 630 A˚. In Paper II, we
explained the discrepant Scott et al. (2004) slope as a
result of their choice of continuum windows and their
fitting the power law over the tops of unidentified emis-
sion lines in their shortest-wavelength fitting window
(630− 750 A˚). This resulted in an artificial hardening of
the spectrum and incorrect separation of the power-law
continuum and the broad emission-line flux.
The apparent tension between our present result and
the slopes of other composites can be explained several
ways. It is important to note that, while all of these
composite spectra probe the EUV, their wavelength cov-
erage is not completely equivalent, and the windows used
to determine the power-law slope differ among surveys.
For example, the Telfer et al. (2002) EUV power law is
a fit to many flux bins that range from 350 A˚ to 1150 A˚
with varying degrees of contamination from broad emis-
sion lines, but it is dominated by the higher-S/N bins
at the longer-wavelength end of this range. The authors
noted that the spectral slope hardened substantially be-
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Fig. 3.— Composite spectra for the full sample of 20 AGN. The top panel is the geometric-mean composite, and the bottom panel is the
median composite. Black lines show the composite flux, and red lines show the composite spline, which lies above the black line owing to
intervening absorption. Possible emission-line identifications are labeled. The best-fit continuum power law (αν = −0.72 ± 0.26) is shown
in blue. Vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the divisions used for emission-line EW measurements in Section 3.2.
Fig. 4.— The number of AGN spectra contributing to the com-
posite spectra as a function of rest-frame wavelength.
low ∼ 500 A˚, but they ascribed little significance to
the change, owing to the small number of spectra con-
tributing at those wavelengths. Scott et al. (2004) used
the same fitting windows as Telfer et al. (2002), but en-
hanced emission-line flux in some of their targets may
have led to a harder slope, as we discussed in Paper II.
Lusso et al. (2015) adopt the fitting windows initially de-
fined by Telfer et al. (2002), but they note that the fit
is complicated by the the high density of emission lines
in the region, rendering the power-law model an insuf-
ficient description of the spectrum. They explain their
softer slope compared to Scott et al. (2004) in terms of
improvements to their statistical IGM absorption cor-
rections. Finally, our Paper II power law is determined
by connecting two continuum-like windows centered on
724.5 A˚ and 859 A˚, chosen to avoid the locations of ex-
pected strong emission lines. Therefore, it does not con-
strain the slope at wavelengths below ∼ 724 A˚, a region
that can be seen to harden in their Figure 5, much like
the Telfer et al. (2002) composite.
The power law described by our current study there-
fore probes a different spectral region than in Paper II.
This region (450 A˚ < λ < 770 A˚) exhibits a spectral
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Fig. 5.— The results of the Monte-Carlo realizations for the
power-law parameters. The lower-left panel plots the 2D joint-
probability distribution for the power-law index, αν , and the nor-
malization, F0, with approximate 1σ and 2σ contours in green
and red, respectively. The other panels show the marginalized
distributions for these parameters, with the median value (αν =
−0.72 ± 0.26) marked with a solid black line and the 1σ and 2σ
bounds marked with green dashed lines and red dotted lines, re-
spectively.
hardening seen in several previous studies, which also
might be expected from the need for the spectrum to
match up with soft X-ray observations with Fν ∝ ν
−1
(e.g., Hasinger 1996). The power-law determination in
this study further differs from the others because it does
not specify any continuum windows a priori and thus
avoids the need to explain the unidentified and seem-
ingly unphysical “absorption” features that arise in the
Telfer et al. (2002), Scott et al. (2004), and Lusso et al.
(2015) composites.
It might also be possible to explain the hardening
of the spectral slope through errors in our corrections
for Galactic extinction or H I absorption, either from
the measured column densities or the statistical correc-
tion for unidentified systems. Our Monte Carlo experi-
ments, however, attempt to account for these uncertain-
ties. The two-dimensional joint-probability distribution
for the full suite of power-law realizations is shown in
Figure 5, along with the marginalized distributions for
F0 and αν . Though these correlated variables show a
low-probability tail toward softer spectra caused by the
unidentified H I systems, a steady or softening slope com-
pared to the EUV slope of Paper II is excluded at 99.6%
confidence. The hardening of the EUV slope observed in
our composite is too large to be explained by uncertain-
ties in Galactic extinction or H I absorption alone.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, two of the targets (PG
1115+080A1 and HE 1120+0154) could potentially in-
troduce systematic error to our measurements because
of the presence of absorption associated with the AGN.
The bootstrap-with-replacement procedure included in
our Monte Carlo experiments naturally includes in the er-
ror analysis any additional variance carried by these two
targets. However, as an additional check to ensure that
the inclusion of these targets is not artificially hardening
the power-law slope, we repeated the Monte Carlo calcu-
lations with these two targets removed. This procedure
results in a slightly harder EUV slope, αν = −0.66±0.29,
consistent with the full-sample results.
At least one of our targets, SBS1010+535, does exhibit
a very hard, inverted slope, αν = +2.17±0.01, that war-
rants further discussion. The most obvious explanation
for such an anomolous slope is the potential presence
of an extremely strong, undetected H I system at wave-
lengths longward of our observational band. Because this
AGN (zAGN = 1.515848) has never been observed in the
near-UV, we cannot directly investigate the H I systems
in the relevant redshift range. However, the object has
publicly-available optical spectra from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; for the most recent data release see
Alam et al. 2015) which gives some indications about the
intrinsic spectral slope at longer, rest-frame FUV wave-
lengths and could potentially reveal the redshifts of in-
tervening H I absorption systems via the Mg II λ2800
feature. This spectrum is shown in Figure 6. Even in
the FUV, the spectrum is anomalously hard, exceeding
all but one of the slopes discussed in Paper II. At rest
wavelengths λrest > 2000 A˚, the slope is αν ≈ −0.45, but
it rapidly hardens at shorter wavelengths to αν ≈ +0.29.
No detectable (EW > 0.3 A˚) Mg II absorbers are appar-
ent in the expected range (6130 A˚ < λobs < 7041 A˚), sug-
gesting that if a LLS is present, it must be part of a low-
metallicity population. Previous surveys (Lehner et al.
2013) have identified a population of LLS absorbers with
∼ 2.5% solar metallicity. When combined with our Mg II
non-detection, such a metallicity would imply a maxi-
mum H I column density of logNHI ∼ 18.67. There-
fore, a low-metallicity LLS with sufficient column den-
sity to account for the anomalous EUV slope may be
present despite our non-detection of Mg II absorbers.
Further, the longest wavelength (∼ 1800 A˚) fluxes from
the COS/G140L data are a factor of ∼ 4 lower than at
the shortest wavelength (∼ 3800 A˚) covered by the SDSS
data, perhaps suggesting the effects of a LLS between the
two regions (however, target variability may also con-
tribute, as these observations were not simultaneous).
The most likely explanation for the observed inverted
EUV slope of SBS1010+535 seems to be a combination of
its position as one of the hardest slopes in the AGN slope
distribution and additional hardening from one or more
intervening H I absorbers in the range 1.190 < z < 1.516.
To test the effect of including this object in our sam-
ple, Figure 7 shows a version of the composite with it
removed, which leads to a slope αν = −0.89 ± 0.22 us-
ing the same methodology as above. Although this soft-
ens the composite slope somewhat, it is still significantly
harder than the EUV slopes from Telfer et al. (2002) or
Paper II. The inclusion of the outlier SBS1010+535 in
our sample is thus insufficient to explain the observed
spectral hardening of the composite.
If the fast-rising flux at short wavelengths is not an
artifact of a systematic uncertainty associated with fore-
ground corrections, then we must understand it in terms
of flux from the AGN itself. It is plausible that the power-
law slope represents a true hardening of the accretion
disk continuum spectrum in the EUV. This EUV-rise
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Fig. 6.— Rest-frame FUV spectrum of SBS1010+535 (zAGN =
1.515848) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Note the rapidly
hardening slope and the absence of any strong, intervening Mg II
absorbers shortward of 2800 A˚ in the range 1.190 < z < 1.516.
has been predicted by some models, such as those that
include reprocessing of the disk continuum by cold, opti-
cally thick clouds (Lawrence 2012). However, more stan-
dard alpha-disk and wind models (e.g., Slone & Netzer
2012; Laor & Davis 2014, and references therein) tend to
predict EUV spectral turnovers that depend on the in-
nermost edge of the disk, determined by black hole mass
and spin, and on the radial profile of the mass accretion
rate. These sorts of models are difficult to simultane-
ously reconcile with our observed hardening EUV slope
and with the shorter-wavelength EUV and FUV slopes
seen by Paper II.
Perhaps the simplest explanation for the hardening
spectral index is the large number of highly blended
broad emission lines in the spectral region between 400
and 800 A˚. Far more than in the optical, near-UV, or
FUV, these overlapping emission lines create a pseudo-
continuum, leaving no spectral region free of emission-
line flux. As noted by Lusso et al. (2015), the simple
power-law model that has often been used may be insuffi-
cient to determine the behavior of the underlying contin-
uum separately from the broad emission-line flux. This
pseudo-continuum limits the utility of EUV power-law
fits to composite spectra for the purpose of understand-
ing the generation of continuum flux within accretion
disk models, but it is not particularly problematic from
the standpoint of determining inputs to photoionization
modeling or calculations of the UVB. Such calculations
are concerned only with the average contribution of pho-
tons from AGN to the background at each wavelength.
An ideal determination of the UVB would include all the
photons, whether they originate in the accretion disk or
the broad-line region. However, if the power-law param-
eterization is substantially contaminated with emission-
line flux, it cannot be used to extrapolate the continuum
slope beyond the observational window.
3.2. Emission Lines
The large number and diverse strengths of the emis-
sion lines in the EUV has been apparent in all com-
posite spectra that cover this spectral region. Unfortu-
nately, perhaps owing to the difficulties associated with
measuring the individual line fluxes, there have been
few attempts to understand and disentangle this com-
plicated ensemble of lines. Though there have been
some attempts to reproduce EUV emission lines at λ ≥
765 A˚ (e.g., N IV λ765, N III λ991, O IV λ788, O III
λ834, O II λ833) via photoionization modeling (e.g.,
Moloney & Shull 2014), there has been no detailed ef-
fort to do so at shorter wavelengths. It is therefore diffi-
cult to uniquely identify the emission lines that dominate
our composite spectra without a detailed photoionization
study beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we have
labeled Figures 3 and 7 with possible line identifications.
These identifications are based on the strongest lines
in each spectral region as estimated from the Cloudy
(last described by Ferland et al. 2013) models used by
Moloney & Shull (2014) using their default “local opti-
mally emitting cloud” model (see Baldwin et al. 1995)
with a 40% covering factor, five-times solar metallicity,
and 250 km s−1 turbulence. While these models repro-
duce the emission lines at slightly longer wavelengths,
their behavior has not been explored in detail at the
shorter wavelengths discussed here. The models likely
suffer from inaccuracies due to high densities, ionizing
fluxes, and temperatures in the emitting gas. These
line identifications thus serve only as a guide until more
extensive photoionization modeling is undertaken. In
particular, some of the features correspond to lower-
abundance elements such as argon, calcium, and sulfur
which are unlikely to be strong.
Because all of the emission lines are highly blended,
there is no straightforward way to isolate them and mea-
sure their strengths. Instead, Table 4 lists the emission
EWs determined from the spline-fit Monte Carlo realiza-
tions for different regions of the composite spectra chosen
to roughly separate the most prominent features. These
divisions are plotted in Figures 3 and 7 as vertical dot-
dashed lines. The reliability of these measurements is
limited by the power-law continuum fit against which
they are referenced. Therefore most of the EWs likely
underestimate the true emission flux if the power law is
artificially high due to a pseudo-continuum of emission
lines. Future studies may be able to more robustly sepa-
rate and measure these emission lines by targeting AGNs
with narrow emission lines (e.g., narrow-line Seyfert 1
galaxies), but all targets in our sample exhibit broad
lines. The emission line strengths of the targets that
contribute to the composites vary widely, as can be seen
in the G140L spectra plotted in Figures 1 and 2. Some
targets have nearly blazar-like continua with extremely
weak emission features, while others have strong, promi-
nent emission lines. This variation is illustrated in Fig-
ure 8, which divides the sample of EWs for the contribut-
ing targets to each composite wavelength into quartiles.
3.3. The He I 504 A˚ Absorption Edge
A number of accretion disk atmosphere mod-
els have predicted the presence of absorption edges
due to hydrogen, helium, and/or metal species in
the spectra of AGN (e.g., Kolykhalov & Sunyaev
1984; Sincell & Krolik 1997; Koratkar & Blaes 1999;
Done & Davis 2008; Davis & Laor 2011; Done et al.
2012; Laor & Davis 2014). Often, these models use at-
mospheres and winds analogous to those of hot stars,
applying stellar atmospheres codes such as Tlusty
(Hubeny & Lanz 1995, 2011) to generate spectra. The
relative strengths and shapes of these edges vary greatly,
ranging from broad spectral depressions to more dis-
tinctly edge-like features, depending on the details of the
accretion disk models, such as the temperature profile
of the disk atmosphere and the viewing angle of the ob-
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 3, but with the outlier SBS1010+535 removed from the sample. The power-law index is αν = −0.89 ± 0.22,
slightly steeper than the full sample.
TABLE 4
Equivalent Widths of Spectral Regions of Emission
Possible Contributing Ions Wavelength Range (A˚) EW (A˚) EW (A˚)
(no SBS1010+535)
Mg VII, Ne VI, Mg VIII 417− 438 2.2± 1.1 3.5± 1.1
Ar IV, Ar VI, Ne VII 438− 473 2.6± 0.9 3.5± 1.0
Ne V, Na III, Si XII, O III 473− 504 2.3± 0.5 3.0± 0.6
He I 504− 525 0.6± 0.4 0.9± 0.4
Fe IV, He I, Ne IV, Ar VI, O IV, Ca X, Ne VI, Ar VII 525− 592 7.9± 0.9 8.1± 1.1
O IV, Mg X, O V 592− 645 5.9± 0.8 5.2± 0.9
S IV, S III 645− 670 2.0± 0.4 1.4± 0.4
N III, O III 670− 730 7.2± 1.0 5.2± 0.9
N IV, Ne VIII, O IV 730− 805 16.4± 2.2 12.8± 2.0
O III, O II 805− 850 7.9± 2.5 4.3± 2.3
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Fig. 8.— Emission-line equivalent width for the sample of tar-
gets as a function of AGN rest-frame wavelength, illustrating the
diversity of emission line strengths among these targets. The lines
separate the contributing AGNs into quartiles at each wavelength,
from bottom to top: bottom (blue) solid line plots the minimum
values; bottom (blue) dot-dashed line plots the 25th percentile;
middle (black) solid line plots the median values; top (red) dot-
dashed line plots the 75th percentile; and top (red) solid line plots
the maximum values. Bins (∼ 3 A˚) are five times the width of the
bins used in the composite spectrum.
Fig. 9.— A subsample composite of 5 AGN illustrating the non-
detection (τHeI < 0.047) of any edge-like spectral breaks due to
He I absorption in the region around rest-frame 504 A˚.
server. Paper I and Paper II searched for and set up-
per limits on the continuum optical depth beyond the
H I 912 A˚ edge (τHI < 0.01) and the He I 504 A˚ edge
(τHeI < 0.1). Our EUV sample does not probe any signif-
icant H I or metal absorption edges likely to be present
in an AGN spectrum, but the He I 504 A˚ edge lies near
the center of our wavelength coverage.
To test for absorption edges in the region of 504 A˚, we
constructed a composite spectrum from a subsample of
five targets that have completely continuous, useable cov-
erage with no masking in the ∼ 20 A˚ region surrounding
the edge. We normalized this composite by the best-fit
power law to remove the global slope. The flux in this
spectra region is plotted in Figure 9. We set an opti-
cal depth limit by fitting the stacked flux to a model of
pure He I continuum opacity using empirical photoion-
ization cross-sections (Marr & West 1976). This proce-
dure yields a 2σ upper limit to the optical depth just
beyond the edge, τHeI < 0.047, corresponding to a col-
umn density of logNHeI < 15.8.
Despite the non-detection of a He I edge, there is weak
evidence for He I emission longward of the edge, as shown
by the measurements discussed in Section 3.2. This de-
tection is at less than the 2σ level, however, and may
be contaminated by other emission lines or by improper
identification of the continuum flux with the power-law
fit. If the He I edge is substantially smeared out or broad-
ened, whether by inclination, disk atmospheric effects, or
uncertainties in the redshifts used in our composite, the
absorption would be difficult to identify amidst the nu-
merous emission lines in this region. Nonetheless, there
does not appear to be any region in which the He I optical
depth could plausibly exceed τHeI ≈ 0.08, corresponding
to NHeI < 10
16 cm−2. It seems unlikely that He I opacity
plays a significant role in the structure of AGN spectra.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have continued and updated our in-
vestigation of the mean AGN spectrum that we began in
Paper I and Paper II. We obtained 11 new COS/G140L
spectra of AGNs at redshifts 1.45 ≤ zAGN ≤ 2.14 and
combined their UV spectra with 9 existing medium-
resolution COS spectra of AGNs to better characterize
the typical spectral properties of AGNs in the rest-frame
EUV. Using these data, we constructed composite spec-
tra to aid in the determination of the typical spectral
slope, the identification of the major emission lines, and
the search for absorption edges predicted by some accre-
tion disk models.
The major findings of this study are:
• Compared to 700 A˚ < λ < 900 A˚, the 450 A˚ < λ <
770 A˚ region of AGN spectra exhibits a hardening
spectral slope, Fν ∝ ν
−0.72±0.26. Similar harden-
ing can be seen in the composites from Telfer et al.
(2002) and Paper II. Though this hardening may
represent curvature of the continuum slope, it
could represent a failure of the power-law model
to separate continuum from a pseudo-continuum
of emission-line flux.
• The EUV spectral band contains a variety of
prominent broad emission lines from ions of O, Ne,
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Mg, and other elements that are difficult to disen-
tangle and identify. Possible identifications based
upon the Cloudy models of Moloney & Shull
(2014) were presented in Section 3.2 along with
measurements of the strength of emission in dif-
ferent spectral regions. More detailed photoion-
ization modeling and observations targeting AGNs
with narrower emission lines are required to fully
understand these features.
• The He I 504 A˚ absorption edge predicted by some
accretion disk models is not detected. Our com-
posite spectra limit the typical He I optical depth
just below the edge to τHeI < 0.047.
The sample of targets observed at high-S/N with EUV
coverage below 500 A˚ in the rest frame remains extremely
small and is biased toward the most luminous sources.
Nevertheless, COS offers the opportunity to expand this
sample with AGNs at zAGN ≃ 1.9− 2.4. It would also be
useful to obtain NUV spectra necessary to characterize
the intervening H I absorption that introduces systematic
error to measurements of AGN spectral features. This
resource should be exploited while it is available, and
it should be combined with photoionization modeling to
understand the numerous emission features that compli-
cate the interpretation of these spectra. Such studies are
necessary steps toward understanding the processes that
govern AGN as well as their effects on the IGM through
their contributions to the UVB.
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